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An interesting controversy has emerged challenging the widely accepted nature of the X(3915)
and the X(3930) resonances, which had initially been assigned to the χc0(2P ) and χc2(2P ) cc¯
states, respectively. To unveil their inner structure, the properties of the JPC=0++ and JPC=2++
charmonium states in the energy region of these resonances are analyzed in the framework of a
constituent quark model. Together with the bare qq¯ states, threshold effects due to the opening
of nearby meson-meson channels are included in a coupled-channels scheme calculation. We find
that the structure of both states is dominantly molecular with a probability of bare qq¯ states lower
than 45%. Our results favor the hypothesis that X(3915) and X(3930) resonances arise as different
decay mechanisms of the same JPC=2++ state. Moreover we find an explanation for the recently
discovered M = 3860 MeV/c2 as a JPC = 0++ 2P state and rediscover the lost Y (3940) as an
additional state in the JPC=0++ family.
PACS numbers: 12.39.Pn, 14.40.Lb, 14.40.Rt
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The region of the charmonium spectrum around 3.9
GeV/c2, which would correspond with the χcJ(2P )
charmonium multiplet, is a very interesting one due to
the presence of several unexpected states that do not fit
into the predictions of quark models.
The most famous state is the X(3872) discovered in
2003 by the Belle Collaboration in the exclusive B± →
K±π+π−J/ψ decay [1]. This state decays through
the J/ψρ and J/ψω channels which are, respectively,
forbidden and OZI-suppressed for a cc¯ configuration.
Two years later a new state, called at that time Y (3940),
with a mass ofM = 3943±11±13MeV/c2 and a width of
Γ = 87± 22 MeV was also reported by Belle in the decay
B+ → K+ωJ/ψ [2]. Additionally, in 2006, the same
Collaboration found a peak in the mass spectrum of the
DD¯ mesons produced by γγ fusion. The values of mass
and width of this state, originally named Z(3930) and
then X(3930), were respectively M = 3929± 6 MeV/c2
and Γ = 29 ± 10 MeV. Finally, analyzing the double
charmonium production in the reaction e+e− → J/ψ+X ,
together with well-known charmonium states like the ηc,
the χc0 and the ηc(2S), a new resonance, the X(3940),
with a mass ofM = 3943±8 MeV/c2 and a width of Γ <
52 MeV was reported also by the Belle Collaboration [3].
The LHCb Experiment conclusively determined the
JPC of the X(3872) to be 1++ using a five-dimensional
angular analysis of the process B+ → K+X(3872) with
X(3872) → J/ψρ0 → J/ψπ+π− [4]. The angular
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distribution of the X(3930) in the γγ center of mass
measured by Belle follows the one expected for a J = 2
state. Hence, the X(3930) was rapidly assigned to
the χc2(2P ) charmonium state and incorporated to the
PDG [5], despite most of the quark models predict a
mass higher than the experimental one. For instance,
the widely used Godfrey-Isgur relativistic quark model [6]
finds the aforementioned state at M=3979 MeV/c2.
The situation is worse in the case of the X(3940)
resonance. It has not been seen in the DD¯ channel
which rules out the JPC = 0++ assignment. The
dominance of the D¯D∗ decay mode suggests that the
X(3940) is the cc¯(23P1) state with J
PC = 1++, but
these quantum numbers coincide with the ones of the
X(3872). In addition, a decay to ωJ/ψ was not observed
indicating that the X(3940) and the Y (3940) are not
the same state. The history of the Y (3940) is more
complicated. In 2008, three years after its discovery,
the Babar Collaboration claimed the confirmation of the
Y (3940) in the B → J/ψωK decay, but with a mass
somewhat smaller (3914 MeV/c2) [7]. In 2010, the Belle
Collaboration reported a resonance-like enhancement in
the γγ → ωJ/ψ process [8], at M = 3915±3±2 MeV/c2
and Γ = 17±10±3MeV with possible quantum numbers
JPC = 0++ and JPC = 2++. Finally, the BaBar
Collaboration confirmed the existence of the X(3915)
and its spin-parity analysis clearly prefers the assignment
JPC = 0++ [9]. These authors pointed out that these
values are consistent with those of the Y (3940) and both
signals are renamed as X(3915). Then the state was
eventually labeled as the χc0(2P ) state by the PDG [5].
This assignment was also supported by the χc0(2P )
mass value, 3916MeV, predicted by the Godfrey-Isgur
relativistic quark model [6].
2However problems do not end here. The JPC = 0++
assignment was challenged by Guo and Meissner [10] and
also by Olsen [11] mainly for three reasons:
• The partial width for the X(3915) → ωJ/ψ is too
large for an OZI-suppressed decay.
• There is not signal for the X(3915) → DD¯
decay, which is expected to be the dominant decay
mechanism.
• Assuming that the X(3930) is the χc2(2P ) state,
the χc2(2P )− χc0(2P ) mass splitting is too small.
Beyond the discussion above, very recent studies have
altered the previous situation. On the one hand, from
the theoretical side, Z.-Y. Zhou et al. [12] revealed
that BaBar Collaboration’s conclusion on the X(3915)
quantum numbers is largely based on the assumption
that the dominant amplitude for a JP = 2+ state has
helicity-2, which originally comes from quark models [13].
Abandoning this assumption the reanalysis of the data
made by Zhou et al. concluded that the assignment
JP = 2+ for the X(3915) is more consistent with
the data, showing a sizable helicity-0 contribution in
both γγ → DD¯ and γγ → ωJ/ψ amplitudes. This
large helicity contribution implies that the X(3915) state
might not be a pure qq¯ state. As a consequence of this
analysis, PDG relabeled the resonance back to X(3915),
with the extra clarification: ”was χc0(3915)”.
On the other hand, from the experimental side, a
novel charmonium-like state dubbed X(3860), decaying
toDD¯, has been reported by the Belle Collaboration [14],
having a mass of 3862+26+40−32−13 MeV/c
2 and a width of
201+154+88−67−82 MeV. The J
PC = 0++ option is favored over
the 2++ hypothesis, but its quantum numbers are not
definitively determined. This state coincides with the
suggestion of Ref [10]. These authors, contrary to Belle
and BaBar analysis, assume that all the cross section
of the γγ → DD¯ process is due to resonant structures.
Therefore, the broad bump below the narrow peak of the
χc2(2P ) can be identified with the authentic χc0(2P ),
with a mass and width of 3837.6 ± 11.5MeV/c2 and
221± 19MeV, respectively. It is worth emphasizing that
the previous mass coincides with the predictions of some
dynamical coupled-channel models [15–17].
To analyze these resonances it is necessary to take
into account that, in the energy region around 3.9
GeV/c2, a significant number of open-charm channels are
opened. There are convincing arguments [17, 18] that
open-charm thresholds play an important role in this
energy region of the charmonium spectrum, being the
charmonium-like resonances better described as states
with a significant non-qq¯ component. Thus, the X(3872)
resonance together with theX(3940) have been explained
as two JPC = 1++ states, being the X(3872) basically
a DD¯∗ + h.c. molecule with a small amount of 23P1 cc¯
state, while theX(3940) is a mixture with more than 60%
of cc¯ structure [19]. These compositenesses are essential
to reproduce their properties. Taking into account that
the X(3915), the X(3930) and the Y (3940) resonances
belong to the same energy region it is reasonable to
assume that the nature of these states are determined
by the interplay between two and four quark channels.
In view of these arguments, this work explores the
possible non-qq¯ components of the X(3915), the X(3930)
and the Y (3940) as suggested by Zhou et al. [12]. For
that purpose we perform a coupled-channels calculation
in the framework of the constituent quark model (CQM)
proposed in Ref. [20]. This model has been extensively
used to describe the hadron phenomenology both in the
light [21] and the heavy quark sectors [22].
The basis of the aforestated CQM is the emergence
of the light-quark constituent mass as a consequence of
the dynamical chiral symmetry breaking in QCD at some
momentum scale. Regardless of the breaking mechanism,
the simplest Lagrangian which describes this situation
must contain Goldstone-boson fields to compensate the
mass term. In the heavy quark sector chiral symmetry
is explicitly broken and Goldstone-boson exchanges
do not appear. However, it constrains the model
parameters through the light-meson phenomenology [23]
and provides a natural way to incorporate the pion
exchange interaction in the molecular dynamics.
The potential coming from the Goldstone-boson fields
is supplemented by a screened linear confinement poten-
tial and the one-gluon exchange interaction. A scale de-
pendent quark-gluon coupling constant αs [20] allows a
consistent description of light, strange and heavy mesons
(see Refs. [24, 25] for review).
To find the quark-antiquark bound states we solve
the Schro¨dinger equation, following Ref. [26], we employ
Gaussian trial functions with ranges in geometric pro-
gression. This enables the optimization of ranges em-
ploying a small number of free parameters. Moreover,
the geometric progression is dense at short distances, so
that the description of the dynamics mediated by short
range potentials is properly treated. Additionally, the
fast damping Gaussian tail generated by this method can
represent a problem for describing the long range. For-
tunately, this issue can be easily overcome by choosing
the maximal range much larger than the hadronic size.
In order to explore the JPC= 0++ and 2++ charmo-
nium sectors we employ the coupled-channels formalism
described in Ref. [17]. We assume that the hadronic state
is
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α
cα|ψα〉+
∑
β
χβ(P )|φAφBβ〉, (1)
where |ψα〉 are cc¯ eigenstates of the two body Hamil-
tonian, φM are qq¯ eigenstates describing the A and B
mesons, |φAφBβ〉 is the two meson state with β quan-
tum numbers coupled to total JPC quantum numbers
and χβ(P ) is the relative wave function between the two
mesons in the molecule.
In the framework of the CQM, we can derive the
meson-meson potential from the qq¯ interaction using the
Resonating Group Method (RGM). For this work, the
3possible interactions include a direct potential, which
connects open-charm meson channels,
VD =
∑
i∈A;j∈B
∫
Ψ∗l′
A
m′
A
(~p′A)Ψ
∗
l′
B
m′
B
(~p′B)V
D
ij (
~P ′, ~P )×
× ΨlAmA(~pA)ΨlBmB (~pB), (2)
and an exchange one,
VE =
∑
i∈A,j∈B
∫
Ψ∗l′
A
m′
A
(~p′A)Ψ
∗
l′
B
m′
B
(~p′B)V
E
ij (
~P ′, ~P )×
× ΨlAmA(~pA)ΨlBmB (~pB), (3)
which describes the coupling between open-charm meson
channels and J/ψω, done by simple quark rearrangement
driven by the qq¯ interaction (see Ref. [19] for more
details).
In this formalism, two- and four-quark configurations
are coupled using the same transition mechanism that,
within our approach, allows us to compute open-flavor
meson strong decays, namely the 3P0 model [27, 28]. This
model assumes that the transition operator is
T = −3
√
2γ′
∑
µ
∫
d3pd3p′ δ(3)(p+ p′)×
×
[
Y1
(
p− p′
2
)
b†µ(p)d
†
ν(p
′)
]C=1,I=0,S=1,J=0
, (4)
where µ (ν = µ¯) are the quark (antiquark) quantum
numbers and γ′ = 25/2π1/2γ with γ = g2m is a
dimensionless constant that gives the strength of the
qq¯ pair creation from the vacuum. From this operator
we define the transition potential hβα(P ) within the
3P0
model as [29]
〈φAφBβ|T |ψα〉 = P hβα(P ) δ(3)(~Pcm). (5)
The usual version of the 3P0 model gives vertices that
are too hard, specially when working at high momenta.
Following the suggestion of Ref. [30], we use a momentum
dependent form factor to truncate the vertex as
hβα(P )→ hβα(P )× e−
P
2
2Λ2 , (6)
where Λ = 0.84GeV is the value used herein [31].
Using the latter coupling mechanism, the coupled-
channels system can be expressed as a Schro¨dinger-type
equation,
∑
β
∫ (
Hβ′β(P
′, P )+V effβ′β(P
′, P )
)×
× χβ(P )P 2dP = Eχβ′(P ′),
(7)
where χβ(P ) is the meson-meson relative wave function
for channel β and Hβ′β is the RGM Hamiltonian for the
two-meson states obtained from the qq¯ interaction. The
effective potential V effβ′β encodes the coupling with the cc¯
bare spectrum, and can be written as
V effβ′β(P
′, P ;E) =
∑
α
hβ′α(P
′)hαβ(P )
E −Mα , (8)
where Mα are the masses of the bare cc¯ mesons.
This potential has two general effects. On the one
hand, it adds additional attraction or repulsion to the
qq¯ interaction provided by the RGM potentials via the
exchange of intermediate cc¯ bare states between the two
interacting mesons, which can generate new states, as
it is the case for the X(3872) [19]. On the other hand,
the bare charmonium spectrum is renormalized by the
presence of nearby meson-meson channels.
Alternatively, Eq. (7) can be solved by means of
the T matrix [17], solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation, which is more convenient for such states above
thresholds. Resonances will appear as poles of the T
matrix, namely as zeros of the inverse propagator of the
mixed state, defined as
∆α′α(E¯) = (E¯ −Mα)δα
′α + Gα′α(E¯), (9)
with E¯ the pole position and Gα′α the complete mass-
shift of the coupled-channels state, written as
Gα′α(E) =∑β ∫ dqq2 φ
αβ(q, E)hβα′(q)
q2/2µ− E , (10)
where φαβ are the 3P0 verteces dressed by the RGM
meson-meson interaction [32].
This equivalent formalism leads to a more appropriate
definition of branching ratios and partial widths, follow-
ing Ref. [33]. The detailed derivation has been described
in Ref. [17], so here we will only summarize the most
relevant aspects. The coupled-channels S matrix for an
arbitrary number of cc¯ states can be expressed as
Sβ
′β(E) = Sβ
′β
bg (E)− 2πδ4(Pf − Pi)×
×
∑
α,α′
φβ
′α′(k;E)∆α′α(E)
−1φαβ(k;E), (11)
where k is the on-shell momentum of the two meson
state and Sβ
′β
bg (E) is the non-resonant term. Then, in
the neighborhood of the pole E¯, the S matrix can be
approximated as
Sβ
′β(E) = Sβ
′β
bg (E)− 2πδ4(Pf − Pi)×
×
∑
α,α′
φβ
′α′(k¯; E¯)
Zα′α(E¯)−1
E − E¯ φ
αβ(k¯; E¯), (12)
4where
Zα
′α(E¯) = lim
E→E¯
∆α
′α(E)−∆α′α(E¯)
E − E¯ . (13)
So, assuming that we can write Zα′α(E¯) =∑
λZ1/2α′λZ1/2λα the S matrix is, finally
Sβ
′β(E) = Sβ
′β
bg (E)− 2πδ4(Pf − Pi)×
×
∑
α,α′,λ
[
φβ
′α′(k¯; E¯)Zα′λ(E)−1/2
] 1
E − E¯ ×
×
[
Zλα(E)−1/2φαβ(k¯; E¯)
]
, (14)
where we can identify the decay vertex
S(Xc → f)βα =
∑
λ
φβλ(k¯; E¯)Zλα(E¯)−1/2. (15)
From there, the partial width of a two meson decay Γˆβ
can be written as
Γˆβ = 2π
E1E2
Mr
kβ
∑
α′,α,λ
φ∗βα
′
(k¯)Z∗α′λ(E¯)−1/2 ×
× Z(E¯)−1/2λα φαβ(k¯), (16)
where E¯ = Mr − iΓr2 , kβ is the on-shell momentum for
the meson-meson β channel and Ei is the on-shell total
energy of mesons i = {1, 2}.
The previous equation (16) does not, in general, satisfy
that the sum of the partial widths must be equal to the
total width. This issue can be easily solved by defining
the branching ratios as [33]
Bf = Γˆf∑
f Γˆf
, (17)
so the physical partial widths are Γf = BfΓr.
We have performed two calculations for the quantum
numbers JPC = 0++ and JPC = 2++. The first one
includes, for the JPC = 0++ charmonium sector, the
naive 23P0 cc¯ state together with the following channels
(their corresponding threshold energies are indicated in
parenthesis): DD¯ (3734 MeV/c2), ωJ/ψ (3880 MeV/c2),
DsD¯s (3937 MeV/c
2) and D∗D¯∗ (4017 MeV/c2). For
the JPC = 2++ case we add to the former channels the
DD¯∗+h.c. (3877 MeV/c2) one, which in this case will be
coupled to the bare 23P2 cc¯ state. These thresholds have
been considered because of their closeness to the masses
of the naive 23PJ (J=0,2) states predicted by the quark
model. Moreover, the D∗D¯∗ threshold, though located
at higher energies compared to the other channels, must
be included because it is the only one contributing with
an S−wave in the JPC=0++ sector and can have a major
impact on the dynamics of the system. Its inclusion for
the JPC=2++ case is needed to compare both sectors.
Using the original parameters of Ref. [19] (which will
be denoted as model A) we obtain the masses and widths
shown in Table I.
We find two states with JPC = 0++ and only one
with JPC= 2++ because the interaction in the meson-
meson channel for the latter sector is not strong enough
to generate a second resonance. The mass and width
of the JPC= 2++ state is compatible with those of the
X(3930), whereas the mass of the first JPC=0++ state
is more similar to the new X(3860) resonance than the
one of the X(3915). However, our width is smaller than
the experimental one. Such small value is connected with
the position of the node in the 23P0 bare wave function,
which affects the 3P0 transition amplitudes and, hence,
causes a higher sensitivity of the width to small changes
in the wave function structure or, alternatively, the mass
of the X(3860) resonance. A recent analysis of the decay
width of the X(3860) has been performed by Ref. [34],
using a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) approximation
for the meson wave function. The X(3860) width shows a
strong dependence with the oscillator parameter, finding
agreement with the experimental data with a resonable
value. In our case, all the parameters are fixed by the
strong decays of light and heavy quark mesons [35] and
the qq¯ dynamics and, thus, a similar fine-tuning cannot
be done.
The mass of the second JPC=0++ state allows us to
assign it to the Y (3940) resonance. However, as in the
former case, its width is far from the experimental value.
This disagreement in the width of both states suggests
a new, that may be more interesting, assignment. One
can identify the second 0++ state with the X(3860), as
the width of the state (229.8 MeV in Table I) matches
with the experimental data, whereas, considering that
the measured mass even reaches more than 3900 MeV,
the discrepancy of the experimental mass value with the
theoretical one is within the range of the uncertainties
of the model. Additionally, the extra state with a width
of 6.7 MeV is too narrow and can hardly be observed in
the experiment of Ref. [14]. With the assignment of the
X(3860) to the broader 0++ resonance, we do not find
any candidate to the Y (3940) signal, which would be in
agreement with BaBar suggestion that this resonance is
the same as the X(3915) [7].
Certainly, all the states show a sizable no-qq¯ structure
and therefore cannot be assigned to pure qq¯ states. This
fact overrides the concern about the hyperfine splitting
because the masses of the qq¯ states are renormalized by
the coupling with the different meson-meson channels.
To explore the robustness of the results, taken into
account the uncertainties of the model parameters, we
have performed a second calculation (named model B)
where we have slightly changed the bare mass of the 23PJ
cc¯ pairs (0.25%) and used the coupling of the 3P0 model
from Ref. [35], which represent a change from γ = 0.226
to γ = 0.286 for the charmonium sector. The results of
the new calculation are shown in Table II.
Interestingly, this new parametrization leads to prac-
5TABLE I. Mass and decay width, in MeV, and probabilities of the different Fock components, for model A.
JPC Mass Width P [cc¯] P [DD¯] P [DD¯∗] P [ωJ/ψ] P [DsD¯s] P [D
∗D¯∗]
0++ 3890.3 6.7 44.1% 21.6% − 28.4% 2.6% 3.3%
0++ 3927.4 229.8 19.2% 66.3% − 5.3% 3.7% 5.5%
2++ 3925.6 19.0 42.2% 11.3% 37.0% 4.0% 0.4% 5.1%
TABLE II. Mass and decay width, in MeV, and probabilities of the different Fock components for model B.
JPC Mass Width P [cc¯] P [DD¯] P [DD¯∗] P [ωJ/ψ] P [DsD¯s] P [D
∗D¯∗]
0++ 3889.0 11.8 43.5% 27.3% − 20.4% 3.8% 4.9%
0++ 3947.5 201.6 19.4% 66.0% − 3.7% 8.0% 2.9%
2++ 3915.1 19.8 37.8% 14.1% 36.4% 5.12% 0.4% 6.1%
tically the same results for the first JPC=0++ state and
the same compositeness for the JPC=2++, although now
the mass is more similar to the X(3915) resonance. The
mass of the second JPC=0++ state is slightly increased,
although such modification is of the order of the experi-
mental error of the Y (3940) resonance.
In view of these results, we can proceed and calculate
for the JPC = 2++ state the product of the two-photon
decay width and the branching fraction to ωJ/ψ and DD¯
channels, assuming the X(3915) and X(3930) are the
same JPC= 2++ resonance. The results are quoted in
Table III where we also include the decay to the DD¯∗
channel.
Our model predicts a value for the branching fraction
of the 2++ state to DD¯ some standard deviations below
the experimental one. This value is obtained from the
decay to the I = 0 DD¯ channel as incorporated in
the coupled-channels calculation. However, it does not
include possible contributions from higher open-charm
channels decaying to DD¯ pairs, such as the decay of D∗
to Dγ or Dπ in the DD¯∗ channel. As shown in Table III,
our calculated value for the branching fraction to DD¯∗
channel is higher than the one for DD¯, so it is reasonable
to assume that part of the DD¯∗ pairs decaying to DD¯γ
and DD¯π are, in fact, measured as DD¯ pairs, increasing
our theoretical branching fraction for the DD¯ channel.
Under this assumption, the disagreement between our
value and the experimental branching fraction can be
easily explained if just one third of the DD¯∗ decays are
measured as DD¯ pairs.
As indicated by Table III, the results for both model
A and B are very similar and not far from the exper-
imental data. Then, both models describe the experi-
mental branchings providing that the X(3915)/X(3930)
resonances are JPC= 2++. This conclusion agrees with
Ref. [38].
Assuming the assignment of the broader resonance to
the Y (3940), we can estimate the product branching
function B(B → KY (3940)) × B(Y (3940) → ωJ/ψ).
Following Olsen [11], we can assume that, due to the
significant χc0(2P ) component, the B(B → KY (3940))
should be less than or equal to B(B → Kχc0(1P )).
This assumption is based on the fact that the width of
P-wave mesons is proportional to the derivative of the
qq¯ radial wave function at the origin, which decreases
with increasing radial excitation. Moreover, the available
phase space is smaller. With this assumption we obtain
B(B → KY (3940))× B(Y (3940)→ ωJ/ψ) ≤ 3.3× 10−5
for the model A and B(B → KY (3940))×B(Y (3940)→
ωJ/ψ) ≤ 2.9×10−5 for the model B, which in both cases
is of the same order of magnitude as the experimental
result, (7.1± 1.3± 3.1)× 10−5 [2].
In summary, within a coupled-channels calculation we
have obtained two JPC = 0++ and one JPC = 2++
resonances in the energy region of 3.9 GeV/c2. Using
the parametrization of Ref [17] we obtain two possible
description of the charmonium-like states experimentally
measured in this region. On the one hand, the X(3860) is
identified with the second JPC=0++ state, with the right
width but slightly higher mass, and the JPC=2++ state
with the X(3915)/X(3930). On the second hand, the
two JPC=0++ states are identify with the X(3860) and
the Y (3940), maintaining the assignment for the other
resonances. Including the results of Ref. [17] for the
JPC = 1++ charmonium sector, where two resonances,
the X(3872) and the X(3940), are described, the present
work completes the picture of the P-wave charmonia
around 3.9 GeV/c2. All these states are mixtures of
χcJ(2P ) charmonium states and meson-meson channels.
Therefore neither can be identified with pure cc¯ states,
which explains their deviations from the naive quark
model predictions. Among other characteristics, this
compositeness is able to explain the properties of the
X(3872) [17].
Within the uncertainties of our model, the mass and
width of the JPC=2++ state can be identified either with
theX(3930) or with theX(3915), suggesting that the two
resonances X(3915) and X(3930) are in fact the same
JPC=2++ as claimed by Z.-Y. Zhou et al. [12]. We may
identify the new X(3860) resonance with a JPC=0++ as
suggested in Ref [10]. Finally, in the second scenario we
find a resonance which reproduces the experimental data
6TABLE III. Product of the two-photon decay width and the branching fraction to different channels (in eV) for the JPC = 2++
sector for each model, and comparison with Belle and BaBar Collaboration experimental results.
Belle BaBar model A model B
Γγγ × B(2
++
→ ωJ/ψ) 18± 5± 2 [8] 10.5± 1.9± 0.6 [9] 20.9 24.9
Γγγ × B(2
++
→ DD¯) 180± 50± 30 [36] 249± 50± 40 [37] 75.4 81.4
Γγγ × B(2
++
→ DD¯∗) - - 196.0 151.9
of the Y (3940) as a JPC=0++, which may encourage new
experimental searches for this state. In any case, further
theoretical and experimental work is necessary to fully
unveil the nature of these cc¯ resonances in this energy
region.
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